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MEDIA AND MARKETPLACE WORDS Lesson 4
UNIT 1

Freedom of the Press: The Trial of John Peter Zenger

On November 17, 1734, John
Peter Zenger was arrested. Zenger,
the publisher of a newspaper
called the New York
Weekly Journal, had
dared to print some
controversial articles.
America’s colonies
were st i l l  under
British control at this
time. The articles were
written by people who sharply
opposed British rule. They criticized
William Cosby, the colony’s governor,
who had been appointed by the King
of England. Although Zenger did not
write the articles himself, he took
responsibility for their content.

Governor Cosby was outraged. He
had Zenger arrested. His complaint
was that Zenger was printing false
information about him. The governor
also accused Zenger of trying to incite
a revolt.

Before he went on trial in
August 1735, Zenger was in jail for
nine months. Philadelphia lawyer
Andrew Hamilton represented
Zenger. Hamilton admitted that
Zenger had published the articles. But

he insisted that every word that
Zenger had printed was true. He went
on to say that Zenger—and every

American—had the
right to speak and
write the truth!

The jury listened to
Hamilton’s arguments.
They heard him
declare that he was
not pleading “the
cause of a poor

printer, nor of New York alone,” but
“the cause of liberty.” The jury found
John Peter Zenger not guilty of any
crime. He was set free.

When American patriots wrote
the United States Constitution, they
remembered John Peter Zenger’s trial.
Thomas Jefferson declared, “Our
liberty depends on the freedom of the
press.” And Benjamin Franklin
described freedom of the press as “a
liberty which every Pennsylvanian
would fight and die for.”

To this day, the first amendment
to the Constitution clearly guarantees
this liberty. It says: “Congress shall
make no law abridging freedom of
speech or of the press.”
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WORD SEARCH

1. What eight-letter plural noun from the reading
means “places where  people from distant
lands settle and live under the rule of
the country from which they came”? ___________________________

2. What thirteen-letter adjective from
the reading means “debatable, open
to argument”? ___________________________

3. What four-letter noun from the reading
means “a group of people chosen to
reach a decision in a law trial”? ___________________________

USING SYNONYMS AS CONTEXT CLUES

Sometimes writers will provide a synonym (word with a similar meaning) of an
unfamiliar word in the same sentence or paragraph. Notice the boldface word in the
first sentence of each item. Find and underline its synonym in the second sentence.

1. John Peter Zenger published a newspaper. The journal came
out daily.

2. Benjamin Franklin called for freedom of the press. He described
 it as “a liberty which every Pennsylvanian would fight and die for.”

3. Hamilton insisted that the news articles spoke the truth. He
declared that Zenger had done nothing wrong.

4. The duty of a newspaper is to print the truth. Most publishers
take this responsibility seriously.

5. The first amendment to the Constitution guarantees freedom
of speech. This change to the original document is part of the
Bill of Rights.

6.  The Constitution says, “Congress shall make no law abridging
freedom of speech or of the press.”  This prevents the government
from restricting news reports.

7. The court charged Zenger with inciting a revolt. They said he was
guilty of sparking anger and discontent.
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ANTONYMS

Complete the crossword puzzle.
Clue words are antonyms (words
with opposite meanings) of
words from the reading.

ACROSS

1. praised

4. favored

6. released

DOWN

2. agreement

3. denied

5. true

COMMONLY CONFUSED WORDS

• Two words that are spelled exactly the same may be pronounced differently and
have different meanings. Read the dictionary entries below. Notice the differences
in pronunciation and meaning.

• Now decide which definition matches the word content as it is used in each
sentence. Write 1 for the first definition or 2 for the second.

1. _____ John Peter Zenger took responsibility for the content of
the articles.

2. _____ Hamilton was not content to let an innocent man stay in prison.

3. _____ Thomas Jefferson helped determine the content of the
U.S. Constitution.

4. _____ I am content in knowing that the truth was heard!
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 1. content  cän´tent  noun all the
things dealt with or contained
in a piece of writing or a speech

2. content  c  n tent´  adjective
happy and satisfied with
what one has or is

e
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MEDIA AND MARKETPLACE WORDSLesson 5

Read It and Buy!

UNIT 1

At Pet Pal, your pet’s health and
happiness come first! Whether you’re
looking for nutritious pet food, an
entertaining squeak-toy, or an effective
flea spray, you’l l  f ind it quickly,
conveniently, and economically at Pet Pal.

Advertisers are masters at attracting consumers! That’s why a close look
at ads is a lesson in the art of persuasion. As you read the following
advertisement, think about the ideas that might lure shoppers.

PET PAL: A DOG’S BEST FRIEND
Pet Pal will be your pet’s best friend
during Customer Appreciation Days,
July 14 through July 24. Visit one of
Pet Pal’s seven convenient locations and
get a FREE 32-ounce box of veterinarian-
endorsed Vita-Crunchers Dog Biscuits
or Vita-Crunchers Kitty Treats. Just
present the coupon below. We’ll scan the
bar code and give you your FREE gift.

FREE from PET PAL

32-oz. box of Vita-Crunchers
Dog Biscuits or Kitty Treats.

Expires 7/24

PET PAL
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